Dingwall Amateur Swimming Club
Minutes of the Committee Meeting
held in Dingwall Academy Meeting Room
on 19 March 2019 at 7.15pm
Attendees: Nicola Mitchell (Chair), Melissa Maclennan (Treasurer), Rhona Morrison (Membership
Secretary), Gordon Lyall (Management Committee), Andrew Clark (Head Coach), Kavitha Wilson
(Secretary), Jordan MacDonald (Coach), Julie Daff (Parent), Laura Roberts (Parent), Keith Wilson
(Parent) and Blythe Wilson (Club Captain)
Apologies: Stephanie Innes (Vice Chair), Rachel Thomson (Coach), Fiona Richardson (CPO) and
Donna Marshall (Parent)
Item

Discussion

1

Nicola welcomed everyone to the meeting.

2

Apologies were received and noted above. Please notify a Committee member
or Andrew if your name has been missed from the Apologies or Attendee list.

3

Policy Documents/Parent Code of Conduct Update
Andrew mentioned that when the Club first affiliated, it had to produce Policy
Documents but that these have not been updated since 2015. There have
been a few issues arise recently which have proven that these documents
need to be reviewed. Andrew specifically mentioned the Parent Code of
Conduct as the current one is only a few lines long, Andrew told the committee
that there have been a couple of issues of late regarding questions on team
selection for competitions and that he would a formal policy written up. He said
that time is not the main factor when choosing teams; attitude, work ethic and
enjoyment are much more important factors. Andrew produced a draft Parent
Code of Conduct and this was approved by the Committee. Andrew will add a
copy to the website and Kavitha will send a copy out with the Minutes and add
a link to the website. Parents can either print, sign and give it back to Andrew
at training or they can request a copy from Andrew and he will bring it to
training for them to sign.
Andrew mentioned that he doesn’t think it is a good idea for the Club to take
part in two day competitions at the moment as the logistics of this have not
been worked out and it may mean an additional financial implication for parents
if they have to book accommodation for two nights etc. The Committee agreed
that the Club should stick to entering one day competitions for now. Andrew will
produce a calendar of events/competitions and add it to the website.
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4

Club Party
It was agreed that the Club party was a huge success and the Committee
thanked Julie for all her hard work. The Committee members who attended
thought that time-wise it was perfect ie just long enough and that the raffle was
excellent. The Certificates that Andrew prepared were very well received.
Melissa talked about the “buzz” in the changing room at A Squad’s first training
session after the party.
There were a few suggestions for future events as follows:
 Perhaps they should be alcohol-free as the older swimmers should be
setting an example for the younger swimmers.
 If playing musical chairs again the siblings should be included as all the
squads were called separately and then the parents but the siblings were
not.
 The ceilidh part could have been on a little bit earlier as everyone really
enjoyed dancing.

5

Development Plan 2019-2022 for New Alness Pool
Andrew has produced a four year Development Plan for the Club. The
Committee reviewed the Development Plan and thanked Andrew for all of the
work he has put into it.
Rhona recommended that membership by disability be added to page 5.
Andrew has suggested that the Club work towards securing pool time at the
new Alness Academy facility as it is a top of the range, brand new six lane pool
and a fantastic opportunity for the Club to increase its pool time. Andrew
detailed two proposed training schedules on pages 14 and 15 of the
Development Plan and would like to request all of the time at Alness pool and
see what is agreed by the Leisure Centre Manager. The suggestion was made
that perhaps as it was a large pool the Club could use a few lanes and the rest
of the pool could be open to the public but Rhona said that there would be a
Child Protection issue with this so the Club would need to have the whole pool
whilst running training sessions.

Andrew
and
Committee

Andrew confirmed that the Club would not be rebranded; it would remain as
Dingwall ASC.
Melissa mentioned that moving Club training to Alness would mean the
potential of losing swimmers as, for the people who live in Conon Bridge,
Maryburgh, Contin etc, it would be quicker for them to travel to Inverness and
that there is also the possibility of another Club being set up in Dingwall if we
move. Andrew said he would welcome another Club to the area.
Andrew
Andrew will speak with Fiona Richardson who works with Highlife Highland to
see who is best to speak with about requesting time at the Alness pool.
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Andrew has received an email from Colleen Blair regarding the SwiMark
Accreditation.
Once we have specific policy documents in place and
demonstrate a commitment to creating a sustainable swimming development
pathwaywe will can receive a discount on our North District affiliation fee.
It was agreed that Colleen should be invited to the next Committee Meeting to
discuss this.

Andrew

Andrew would like to arrange training at a Long Course Pool such as Stirling
University or Aberdeen Sports Village for A and B Squads as this would be
good exposure for them for future events in long course pools. Andrew will
email Colleen to ask for available dates and times.
6

Upcoming Meets
The Club have swimmers taking part in the competition in Dyce on Saturday
23rd March and in Ullapool on 27th April. The Coach in Ullapool has emailed
Andrew and suggested that everyone takes part in 200m events but Andrew
suggested that the event be a sprint event (50m) for all ages groups. The
Coach has emailed Andrew the wrong times for his swimmers so Andrew will
contact him again to ask for the swimmers’ 50m times.
Andrew recommended that the Club run another timekeeping course for
parents of the Development Squad and C Squad as there are not many
qualified timekeepers with the Club and most are parents of A and B Squad
swimmers. He has noticed that other Clubs are inundated with qualified
parents so is hoping to get more qualified with DASC. Andrew will organise a
timekeeping course.
Andrew will send a link of the website’s competition page to Kavitha who will
add it to the email being sent out with the Minutes.

7

Andrew
Kavitha

Affiliation Update 2019
Rhona confirmed that all is going well on her part of the affiliation but Melissa
said that unfortunately 18 sets of fees haven’t yet been paid. It was agreed that
Melissa would email each parent with outstanding fees individually to ask for
payment and that the cut-off date would be 22nd March 2019. If the fee has not
been paid by then the swimmers would not be able to continue swimming with
the Club until the fees had been paid due to insurance requirements. Andrew
asked Melissa to send him a list of the swimmers who are not yet paid up so
that he knows who can and who can’t take part in training sessions.

8

Andrew

Melissa

AOCB
Andrew suggested that the Club do another Sponsored Swim this year and
increase the distance. It was suggested that perhaps the Club try to swim the
NC500 and that the parents and Coaches get involved as well and this was
agreed by the Committee. Because of the timing of exams this year it was
agreed that the Sponsored Swim would take place in June. Andrew will look at
the calendar and pick a suitable fortnight for the Sponsored Swim to take
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place.
Andrew also told the committee that some swimmers have jokingly asked that he
wax his legs for fundraising, Andrew has agreed to do this to raise money prior to
the sponsored swim. Kavitha will email parents to find out if there are any
beauticians that are able to perform the waxing on Andrew.

Kavitha

Andrew spoke with A Squad in February and they agreed to be on time and to let
Andrew know if they were going to not be at training or if they were going to be
late. If they did not inform him four times in one month for two months in a row
then it was agreed that an email would be sent home. Andrew requested that, out
of common courtesy, anyone not able to attend training sessions let him know prior
to the session.
Trevor Innes has been in touch and asked if it would be possible for the Coaches
to give a lane brief before the swimmers enter the pool so that they know what they
are doing and what’s expected of them and also a Coach at the other end to let
them know what they need to improve on. He also suggested that the Coaches
“high five” the swimmers at the end of each session as a moral/confidence boost.
Andrew stated that all swimmers already receive a detailed brief at the beginning
of each session and any further information that is required to be communicated is
done so when the swimmers are in their individual lanes.
With regards to moral/confidence boosting, Laura said that, as a parent who sits
poolside, Andrew and the other Coaches give the swimmers lots of
encouragement during each session and this was agreed by other members of the
Committee. Blythe (Club Captain) also mentioned that everyone gets a well done
after each training session.
Melissa discussed the fact that the bank account is looking ok at the moment and
that the Coaches valiantly took a pay decrease when it was necessary so it may be
time to increase their remuneration now that squad numbers are up. The
Committee agreed to increase Andrew’s salary to £150 per month, Jordan’s salary
to £100 per month and the other Coaches’ salaries to remain at £70. This stepped
salary system has been introduced because of the different levels of work
undertaken by each Coach. The Committee members thanked the Coaches for all
their hard work.
Andrew has placed the Club kit order as the forms were returned to him from
swimmers. It was suggested that the Club look at setting up an online ordering
system so that swimmers and their families can order direct through the clothing
company. Andrew said that the company we currently use does not have that
facility available so it was suggested that we look at some alternative companies
such as Pendle Sportswear and Klas Clothing.
Kavitha asked, as a fairly new member of the Club, if it would be possible to have
some information about how the squads work as she did not know how
Development Squad moved lanes and then moved into the other Squads. This was
explained and Andrew said that he would add the information to the website and
also think about arranging a meeting for all new members’ parents so that he can
give them any information they need prior to their child starting in the Club.

Andrew

Andrew

Date and Time of Next Meeting
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Tuesday 28th May 2019 at 7.15pm in Dingwall Academy Meeting Room.
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